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➢ Square to buy Australia’s Afterpay in $29 billion deal as ‘buy now, pay later’ trend takes off.
Square plans to buy Australian fintech company Afterpay as it looks to expand further into the booming installment loan market.
Jack Dorsey’s payments company announced the $29 billion, all-stock deal on Sunday evening. The price tag marks a roughly 30% premium
to Afterpay’s last closing price.
“Square and Afterpay have a shared purpose,” said Square’s CEO Dorsey in a statement. “We built our business to make the financial
system more fair, accessible, and inclusive, and Afterpay has built a trusted brand aligned with those principles.”

Shares of Afterpay in Australia surged on that news and closed nearly 19% higher on Monday.

Square pointed to consumers eschewing traditional credit, especially younger buyers. The San Francisco-based payments company already
offers installment loans, which said it has been a “powerful growth tool” for Square’s core seller business. It plans to integrate Afterpay
into both its seller and Cash App ecosystems.
Afterpay lets customers pay in four interest-free installments and pay a fee if they miss an automated payment. Its 16 million customers
will eventually be able to manage installment payments directly through Cash App. The deal is expected to close in the first quarter of
2022.
So-called installment loans have been around for decades and were historically used for big-ticket purchases such as furniture. Online
payment players and fintechs have been competing to launch their own version of “pay later” products for online items in the low
hundreds of dollars.
Affirm is one of the better-known public companies offering the option to finance items in smaller, monthly payments. PayPal, Klarna,
Mastercard and Fiserv, American Express, Citi and J.P. Morgan Chase are all offering similar loan products. Apple is planning to launch
installment lending in a partnership with Goldman Sachs, Bloomberg reported last month.
Square also announced its second-quarter results on Sunday, ahead of the previously planned release on Wednesday.
Gross profit increased 91% from a year ago, which marked a record quarterly growth rate for the payments company. Cash App profit was
up 94%, while seller jumped 85% from a year ago. Net revenue excluding bitcoin came in at $1.96 billion for the quarter, an 87% rise year
over year.
The company’s Venmo competitor, Cash App now has 40 million monthly transacting active customers.

➢ Tencent tanks 10% after Chinese media calls online gaming ‘opium’ as regulatory concerns mount.
Shares of Tencent and NetEase plunged on Tuesday after Chinese state media branded online gaming “opium” and likened it to a drug.
The article also called for further restrictions on the industry in order to prevent addiction and other negative impacts on children.
However, the article was deleted a few hours after publication.
Tencent shares fell around 10% in the morning, while NetEase was almost 14% lower in Hong Kong. Shares pared losses later in the day but
were still substantially lower. Tencent is one of the world’s largest gaming companies responsible for high-profile games like “Honor of
Kings.”
NetEase declined to comment. Tencent was not immediately available for comment.
The article, by Economic Information Daily, a Chinese state-run publication that’s affiliated to the official Xinhua newspaper, said that
online gaming addiction among children is “widespread” and could negatively impact their growth.
The article said that in 2020, more than half China’s children were nearsighted and online games affects their education.
The sentiment in the article is not that new. For a long time, the Chinese government has been concerned about the impact of video games
on minors.
In 2018, Beijing froze new game approvals over concerns that gaming was impacting youngsters’ eyesight. In China, online games require
approvals from the regulators.
In 2019, China brought in rules that banned those under 18 years from playing online games between 10 p.m. and 8 a.m. and restricted the
amount of time they could play.
“The article brought attention to gaming addiction among minors. It is reminiscent of older articles where video games were compared to
digital heroin,” said Daniel Ahmad, senior analyst at Niko Partners.
“The timing of the article has raised concern among investors given the recent crackdown on tech companies and the education/tutoring
sector.”
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The article also called for more control over the amount of time children are playing games for and review content of games more
stringently to reduce the amount of “improper” information shown to minors.
“For the next step, there should be stricter controls over the amount of time minors play online games. It should be reduced by large
amount from current level,” the article said, according to a CNBC translation.
Both NetEase and Tencent have introduced measures to protect young players including real-name registrations to play games. Last month,
Tencent introduced a facial recognition feature on smartphones to verify that the gamer is an adult.
But after the publication of the article on Tuesday, Tencent announced further gaming restrictions
It will reduce the amount of time those under 18 years old can play the company’s games on non-holiday days from 90 minutes to one hour
and on holidays from 3 hours to 2 hours.
Tencent will also bar children under 12 years old from spending money in the game.
The gaming giant said it will also crack down on identity fraud to find minors who are using adults’ accounts to play games. These new
measures will begin with Tencent’s “Honor of Kings” game and eventually roll out to other titles.
Tencent also called for the whole industry to discuss the feasibility of banning gaming for children under 12.
Ahmad noted that most revenue in China is generated by players who are 18 years old and above.
“If more measures come into place to prevent youth addiction to gaming, it won’t stop revenue generating gamers from playing,” Ahmad
said.

➢ Investors have misconstrued China crackdown as anti-capitalist, billionaire Ray Dalio says.
Billionaire investor Ray Dalio says China’s recent regulatory crackdown has been misinterpreted as being “anti-capitalist” by some Western
investors.
In a note on his LinkedIn account, Dalio said investors who think that way will “continue to miss out” on what’s happening in the Asian
country.
He explained that he was referring to Western observers who have no direct contact with policymakers and “don’t follow in detail the
patterns of the changes” by the government.
“They interpret moves like these two recent ones as the Communist Party leaders showing their true anti-capitalist stripes even though the
trend over the last 40 years has clearly been so strongly toward developing a market economy with capital markets, with entrepreneurs and
capitalists becoming rich,” Dalio said.
“As a result, they’ve missed out on what’s going on in China and probably will continue to miss out,” added Dalio, the founder of the world’s
largest hedge fund Bridgewater Associates.
His comments come as China last month launched a cybersecurity probe into ride-hailing firm Didi, just days after the company listed in the
U.S. Chinese regulators have also stepped-up restrictions on the country’s education sector.
The increased regulatory oversight — from technology to education to food delivery apps — led to a sell-off in Chinese stocks last week.
Dalio urged investors to understand that Chinese regulators are “figuring out appropriate regulations” in the rapidly developing capital
markets environment.
“So, when they are changing fast and aren’t clear, that causes these sorts of confusions, which can be misconstrued to be anti-capitalist
moves,” Dalio wrote.
“Assume such things will happen in the future and invest accordingly. But don’t misinterpret these wiggles as changes in trends, and don’t
expect this Chinese state-run capitalism to be exactly like Western capitalism,” he concluded.
The crackdown on the education sector is actually an attempt to reduce inequality in the country, as costs spiral in the huge tutoring and
enrichment industry, some analysts said.
Restrictions imposed on the sector include China barring tutoring for profit in core school projects, Reuters reported, citing a document that
was distributed by China’s State Council.
“I think the fundamental reason behind this crackdown is actually due to the tutoring and education training business (creating) social
inequality, and behind the drop in birth rate,” Claudia Wang, partner of education practice at Oliver Wyman, told CNBC’s “Squawk Box Asia.”
High education costs are contributing to a growing reluctance among Chinese couples to have children. As birth rates in China continue to 
fall, the government has scrapped fines and restrictions on the number of children people can have.
….
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➢ Inflation pressure to test Bank of England’s patience at key meeting, economists warn.
Economists broadly expect the Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee to raise its inflation forecasts on Thursday after two straight
months of overshoots.
However, investors should not expect a hawkish shift, and economists at several major European banks are expecting the BOE to strike a
cautiously optimistic tone while leaving its quantitative easing program and interest rate stance in place.
The U.K.’s consumer price index was up 0.5% month-on-month in June, the latest available reading, well ahead of consensus expectations
and representing the highest annual acceleration since May 2018.
The BOE has projected that inflation will peak above 3% by the end of 2021 as the economy rebounds from its historic pandemic-induced
decline in 2020. Yet, most policymakers are yet to see sufficient evidence that the inflation overshoots will be anything other than transitory.
“Reopening-related price spikes in various consumer services are combining with lingering supply chain disruption and energy base effects to
drive a faster inflation rate than the Bank had penciled in back in May,” ING developed markets economist James Smith and senior rates
strategist Antoine Bouvet predicted Friday.
“We now expect CPI to peak around 3.5% later this year, compared to 2.5% as the Bank was forecasting back in May.”
ING does not expect any wholesale changes to the Bank’s medium-term growth outlook, which sees GDP reaching pre-pandemic levels in
the fourth quarter. Smith and Bouvet expect the Bank to scale back its third-quarter growth forecast, however, to between 1.5% and 2%,
down from 3.8%.
Daily new cases of Covid-19 in the U.K. have been in steady decline since a recent peak last month due to the surge of the highly
transmissible delta variant. However, rising cases around the world and the lagged effect of England’s total easing of containment measures
may offer cause for caution with regards to any hawkish pivot. Economic activity took a hit in July as large swathes of the population were
instructed to self-isolate due to the surge in cases.
“Ultimately this is [hopefully] going to be a temporary story, but the short-term disruption has effectively pressed pause on the recovery and
may have tempered some of the consumer optimism that had emerged through the spring,” they said.
Smith and Bouvet added that the Bank is unlikely to bring forward the end of its quantitative easing program, as advocated for by more
hawkish members of the MPC. ING does not expect the first interest rate hike until early 2023, nor any hints regarding future rate hikes on
Thursday.
BNP Paribas chief European economist Paul Hollingsworth said the “significant overshoot” of the Bank’s inflation target that is likely to
become apparent in the upcoming forecasts will “test the patience” of some MPC members.
“That said, with insufficient evidence to conclude that the pick-up in inflation will be persistent, and rising Covid-19 cases likely to instill some
caution, we think only one MPC member will vote for tighter policy now – via scaled-back QE purchases,” Hollingsworth said in a note Friday.
That one MPC member is likely to be well-known hawk Michael Saunders, who has advocated for an early end to the Bank’s asset purchases,
echoing the suggestion of former chief economist Andy Haldane. BOE Deputy Governor Dave Ramsden has also struck a more hawkish tone
in recent speeches.
As it stands, the BOE is expected to finish expanding its balance sheet at the end of the year.
BNP Paribas still sees the BOE hiking interest rates sooner than other major central banks, forecasting a hike in August 2022 with risks
skewed toward earlier tightening of monetary policy.
“Two consecutive months of significantly higher-than-expected inflation [a surprise of 30bp to the BoE’s Q2 forecast] coupled with a spate of
recent speeches by the MPC members with a more hawkish tilt has thrown into question whether the process of policy tightening might
begin earlier than expected,” Hollingsworth added.
Like its peers, Barclays also expects Thursday’s announcement to set out broad principles while retaining much of the MPC’s “discretionary
freedom,” with inflation risks remaining mostly conditional on as yet unavailable data.
This includes employment readouts from after the winding down of the U.K.’s furlough scheme, which will offer a more realistic picture of
the country’s labor market.
Barclays chief U.K. economist Fabrice Montagné also expects the MPC to keep policy unchanged, with only Saunders voting to bring forward
the end of the current QE program.
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“We expect the Bank to boost its short-term forecasts for growth and inflation relative to the May projections but will likely keep the
medium-term outlook little changed [much as in the May forecast round] while muscling up the inflation narrative by highlighting that the
Bank stands ready to address any sustained inflation overshoot, aiming at containing inflation expectations,” Montagné said in a research
note Thursday.
“The Bank will likely present its latest thoughts on the sequencing of monetary tightening, aiming at broad principles rather than delivering
a set of thresholds and rules that would effectively put monetary policy on autopilot.”

➢ Biden to push for electric vehicles to make up 40% or more of U.S. auto sales by 2030.
President Joe Biden will set a new national target for the adoption of electric vehicles on Thursday, calling for them to represent 40% to
50% of all new auto sales by 2030, according to senior administration officials.
The target is expected to be supported by companies such as General Motors, Ford Motor, Stellantis (formerly Fiat Chrysler) and other
automakers. Executives from each of the Detroit automakers are scheduled to attend an event Thursday at the White House.
Though the president will sign an executive order, the sales target is not mandatory. Instead, the document encourages the U.S. auto
industry and government to promote legislation and the adoption of electrified vehicles. The target includes zero-emission vehicles
powered by fuel cells and batteries as well as plug-in hybrid models with internal combustion engines.
The Biden administration also is expected to announce proposed federal fuel economy and emission standards through the 2026 model-
year that build on California’s tougher regulations, the officials said. The proposed standards are subject to a public comment period and
final approval.
While automakers have increasingly been supportive of EVs, they’ve been mixed on near-term fuel economy standards, as they attempt to
rake in profits from traditional vehicles to fund electric models. EVs have historically been unprofitable or produce lower profit margins.
It’s unclear how many automakers will support Biden’s fuel economy standards. Automakers such as Ford, Honda Motor and Volkswagen
previously agreed to California’s tougher standards, which the Trump administration adamantly opposed.
Some smaller brands such as Volvo plan to go all-electric by 2030, while Stellantis and Ford have announced goals in-line with Biden’s order
of at least 40% EVs by then. GM earlier this year announced an “aspiration” to exclusively offer all-electric and fuel-cell vehicles by 2035.
Such rapid adoption of EVs faces significant hurdles such as charging infrastructure, consumer adoption and vehicle costs, among other
issues.
“Today, Ford, GM and Stellantis announce their shared aspiration to achieve sales of 40-50% of annual U.S. volumes of electric vehicles
(battery electric, fuel cell and plug-in hybrid vehicles) by 2030 in order to move the nation closer to a zero-emissions future consistent with
Paris climate goals,” the automakers said in a joint statement. “We look forward to working with the Biden Administration, Congress and
state and local governments to enact policies that will enable these ambitious objectives.”
Jessica Caldwell, executive director of insights at auto insights firm Edmunds, said the EV sales goal isn’t “particularly over ambitious” but it
will ultimately depend on regulations and consumer adoption, which remains low.
“Automakers are all making aggressive plays in this category,” Caldwell said. “However, what we’ve seen over the past five years or so is
these targets tend to be moving targets, not solid targets. All of it is more fluid than actual plan.”
A previous goal of the Obama administration to sell 1 million EVs from 2012-2015 fell far short of expectations. In January 2016, Reuters
reported only about 400,000 electric cars had been sold.
The U.S. is the third-largest market for EVs in the world. While total new car sales were down by 23% in 2020 to about 14.6 million units,
sales of all-electric vehicles fell by 11% to 295,000 units, according to IHS Markit.
Senior administration officials with the Biden administration touted the adoption of EVs and executive order as a job stimulator for
American manufacturing. They said the new actions will support Biden’s “Build Back Better Agenda” and the bipartisan infrastructure deal.
Officials with the United Auto Workers, which represents hourly union workers at the Detroit automakers, have not been so convinced of
EVs spurring American jobs.
“While the UAW notes that the companies have made voluntary commitments on Electric Vehicles, the UAW focus is not on hard deadlines
or percentages, but on preserving the wages and benefits that have been the heart and soul of the American middle class,” UAW President
Ray Curry said in a statement Wednesday.
A 2018 study by the union found that mass adoption of EVs could cost the UAW 35,000 jobs, but officials have said that number could be
less now.
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EVs require far fewer parts than those with internal combustion engines, which means potentially fewer factory assembly jobs. A lot of the 
parts for EVs are made outside of the U.S. or at domestic plants where workers are paid far lower wages than traditional assembly jobs.
In May, IHS Markit forecast U.S. all-electric sales to be between 25% and 30% of new vehicles in 2030 and 45% to 50% by 2035.

➢ Iran’s hardline cleric Ebrahim Raisi sworn in as president amid slew of tensions.
Iranian cleric Ebrahim Raisi has been sworn in as the Islamic Republic’s new president against the backdrop of challenging negotiations with
the West on the revival of its nuclear deal, domestic unrest, a ramp-up in local nuclear development and accusations of sabotage in Gulf
waters.
Earlier this week, Raisi, who has long been vocally anti-Western and is under U.S. sanctions for human rights abuses, was given the final
approval for the presidency by Iran’s all-powerful supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. He was elected in June; in a vote many Iranians
and Western advocacy groups say was rigged.
The approval from Khamenei followed fresh maritime conflicts in the Gulf waters between Iran and its Arab neighbors.
A Japanese-owned and Israeli-operated commercial tanker was hit by multiple drone strikes in international waters off the Omani coast over
the weekend. The US, U.K. , and Israel have all blamed Iran. Two people aboard the ship, a Romanian national and a British national, were
killed.
Tehran denies involvement, as it does with a separate seizure this week of a tanker off the coat of the United Arab Emirates. Iranian officials
denied any role in the seizure, although the vessel was ordered to sail to Iran.
“The key question is what type of retaliation is likely looming as the new hardline government led by Ebrahim Raisi prepares to take office in
Tehran this week,” Helima Croft, head of global commodity strategy and MENA Research at RBC Capital Markets, wrote in a note this week.
“Washington is reportedly preparing another round of economic sanctions in response to Friday’s attack, but a more kinetic response also
remains on the table.”
Raisi is seen as more hardline and anti-Western than his predecessor Hassan Rouhani, who oversaw the signing of the 2015 Iranian nuclear
deal, formally called the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action. The deal, signed by several world powers including the U.S., lifted sanctions on
Iran in exchange for curbs to its nuclear program. The U.S. unilaterally withdrew under the Trump administration in 2018, reimposing
sweeping sanctions on Iran that have crippled its economy.
“Among the items high on [Raisi’s] agenda will be talks aimed at reviving the nuclear deal from which the United States withdrew unilaterally
in 2018,” Stephen Brennock, a senior analyst at PVM Oil Associates, wrote in a note this week. Raisi declared on Tuesday that his
government will take steps to lift the “tyrannical” sanctions imposed by Washington.
This as Tehran increases its uranium stockpiling and enrichment in gradual breaches of the 2015 accord, which it says is in response to U.S.
sanctions. Iran announced in late May that it was enriching uranium at 60%, a dramatic departure from the 3.67% level permitted under the
JCPOA.
Following the news, International Atomic Energy Agency Director Rafael Grossi sounded the alarm, saying: “A country enriching at 60% is a
very serious thing — only countries making bombs are reaching this level.”
“Sixty percent is almost weapons grade, commercial enrichment is 2, 3 [percent],” Grossi said. Iranian officials contend that the enrichment
is their country’s sovereign right, and that their nuclear activity remains for peaceful purposes and can be walked back if the U.S. lifts its
sanctions.
The Biden administration has voiced its support for reviving the JCPOA as a pillar of its foreign policy but is rejecting lifting sanctions as long
as Iran does not dial back that nuclear activity.
Richard Goldberg, a senior adviser at the hawkish Foundation for Defense of Democracies think tank in Washington D.C., argues that Raisi
and any attempts at making a deal with his government is bad news.
“No amount of spin or massage can cast the man hand-picked by the supreme leader to be the next president as a moderate,” Goldberg,
who served on former President Donald Trump’s National Security Council, wrote in an op-ed in the National Review on Tuesday.
“The selection of Raisi is only one of many signals the supreme leader has sent Biden this year, making clear that Khamenei fully intends to
pocket any sanctions relief he receives from Washington to fuel the Islamic Republic’s war on the United States and its allies.”
….
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Date Time Country Indicator Name Period Reuters Poll Prior SmartEstimate® Predicted Surprise

09.08.2021 07:45 Switzerland Unemployment Rate Unadj Jul 2.8%

09.08.2021 07:45 Switzerland Unemployment Rate Adj Jul 3.1%

09.08.2021 08:00 Germany Exports MM SA Jun 0.3%

09.08.2021 08:00 Germany Imports MM SA Jun 3.4%

09.08.2021 08:00 Germany Trade Balance, EUR, SA Jun 12.6B

09.08.2021 09:30 Sweden Industrial Inventories QQ Q2 1.5B

09.08.2021 16:00 United States JOLTS Job Openings Jun 9.209M

Date Time Country Indicator Name Period Reuters Poll Prior SmartEstimate® Predicted Surprise

10.08.2021 01:50 Japan Current Account NSA JPY Jun 1 979.7B

10.08.2021 06:30 Netherlands Manufacturing Output MM Jun 1.4%

10.08.2021 09:30 Sweden Household Consumption YY Jun 8.8%

10.08.2021 09:30 Sweden Household Consumption MM Jun 2.6%

10.08.2021 09:30 Sweden New Orders Manuf. YY Jun 32.7%

10.08.2021 09:30 Sweden Private Production YY Jun 9.7%

10.08.2021 09:30 Sweden Private Production MM Jun -0.2%

10.08.2021 09:30 Sweden Ind Production Val YY Jun 24.2%

10.08.2021 09:30 Sweden Ind Production Val MM Jun 0.1%

10.08.2021 09:30 Sweden Construction Prod YY Jun -5.2%

10.08.2021 09:30 Sweden Construction Prod MM Jun -0.7%

10.08.2021 11:00 Germany ZEW Economic Sentiment Aug 63.3

10.08.2021 11:00 Germany ZEW Current Conditions Aug 21.9

10.08.2021 12:00 United States NFIB Business Optimism Idx Jul 102.50

10.08.2021 14:30 United States Labor Costs Prelim Q2 1.1% 1.7% 0.79% -0.31%

10.08.2021 14:30 United States Productivity Prelim Q2 3.5% 5.4% 3.42% -0.08%

10.08.2021 14:55 United States Redbook YY 2 Aug, w/e

Date Time Country Indicator Name Period Reuters Poll Prior SmartEstimate® Predicted Surprise

11.08.2021 13:00 United States MBA 30-Yr Mortgage Rate 2 Aug, w/e

11.08.2021 14:30 United States Real Weekly Earnings MM Jul -0.9%

11.08.2021 20:00 United States Federal Budget,$ Jul -174.00B

11.08.2021 Sweden Reg Unemployment Rate Jul 7.9%
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Date Time Country Indicator Name Period Reuters Poll Prior SmartEstimate® Predicted Surprise

12.08.2021 01:01 United Kingdom RICS Housing Survey Jul 83

12.08.2021 01:50 Japan Corp Goods Price MM Jul 0.6%

12.08.2021 01:50 Japan Corp Goods Price YY Jul 5.0%

12.08.2021 08:00 United Kingdom GDP Est 3M/3M Jun 3.6%

12.08.2021 08:00 United Kingdom GDP Estimate MM Jun 0.8%

12.08.2021 08:00 United Kingdom GDP Estimate YY Jun 24.6%

12.08.2021 08:00 United Kingdom Industrial Output MM Jun 0.8%

12.08.2021 08:00 United Kingdom Industrial Output YY Jun 20.6%

12.08.2021 08:00 United Kingdom Manufacturing Output MM Jun -0.1%

12.08.2021 08:00 United Kingdom Manufacturing Output YY Jun 27.7%

12.08.2021 08:00 United Kingdom Construction O/P Vol MM Jun -0.8%

12.08.2021 08:00 United Kingdom Construction O/P Vol YY Jun 56.6%

12.08.2021 08:00 United Kingdom Goods Trade Balance GBP Jun -8.481B

12.08.2021 08:00 United Kingdom Goods Trade Bal. Non-EU Jun -4.196B

12.08.2021 08:00 United Kingdom GDP Prelim QQ Q2 -1.6%

12.08.2021 08:00 United Kingdom GDP Prelim YY Q2 -6.1%

12.08.2021 10:00 Italy Trade Balance EU Jun 0.859B

12.08.2021 10:00 Italy Global Trade Balance Jun 5.642B

12.08.2021 14:30 United States Initial Jobless Clm 2 Aug, w/e

12.08.2021 14:30 United States Jobless Clm 4Wk Avg 2 Aug, w/e

12.08.2021 14:30 United States Cont Jobless Clm 26 Jul, w/e

12.08.2021 14:30 United States PPI Final Demand YY Jul 7.3%

12.08.2021 14:30 United States PPI Final Demand MM Jul 0.6% 1.0% 0.62% 0.02%

Date Time Country Indicator Name Period Reuters Poll Prior SmartEstimate® Predicted Surprise

13.08.2021 07:30 France ILO Unemployment Rate Q2 8.1%

13.08.2021 08:00 Germany Wholesale Price Index MM Jul 1.5%

13.08.2021 08:30 Switzerland Producer/Import Price MM Jul 0.3%

13.08.2021 08:30 Switzerland Producer/Import Price YY Jul 2.9%

13.08.2021 14:30 United States Import Prices MM Jul 0.6% 1.0% 0.72% 0.12%

13.08.2021 14:30 United States Export Prices MM Jul 0.7% 1.2% 0.81% 0.11%
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EURUSD 1.1760       Weekly Change GBPUSD 1.3872       Weekly Change

Week Low Week High Week Low Week High

1.1759 1.1899 1.3871 1.3957

EURCHF 1.0742       Weekly Change AUDUSD 0.7357       Weekly Change

Week Low Week High Week Low Week High

1.0721 1.0766 0.7330 0.7426

USDCHF 0.9133       Weekly Change USDCAD 1.2548       Weekly Change

Week Low Week High Week Low Week High

0.9019 0.9137 1.2452 1.2575

USDTRY 8.6080       Weekly Change EURGBP 0.8476       Weekly Change

Week Low Week High Week Low Week High

8.2980 8.6356 0.8471 0.8557
1.85%

-0.19%

0.31%

-0.86%

-0.07%

0.79% 0.63%

-0.68%

Eurostoxx 50 4 176.40           Gold 1763.1

Week Change YTD Week Change YTD

1.64% 16.27% -2.77% -7.10%

SMI 12 166.06         WTI 69.0000

Week Change YTD Week Change YTD

0.68% 13.98% -6.64% 44.90%

S&P 500 4 434.73           US 10Y Yield 1.2868

Week Change YTD Week bp Change YTD bp Change

0.77% 17.92% -3.36 37.119

VIX 16.93                 EU 10Y Yield -0.4550

Week Change YTD Week bp Change YTD bp Change

-5.26% -24.04% -10.70 9.33
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News Flow

➢ German law allowing institutional funds to hold crypto comes into effect Aug. 2.
Beginning on August 2, 2021, German institutional funds will be able to hold up to 20% of their assets in cryptocurrencies, possibly setting
the stage for wider mainstream acceptance of Bitcoin (BTC) and other crypto assets by the nation’s pension funds.
As Bloomberg reports, the new law alters fixed investment rules governing Spezialfonds, also known as special funds, which are only
accessible to institutional investors such as pension funds and insurers. Spezialfonds currently manage about $2.1 trillion, or 1.8 trillion
euros, worth of assets.
The new rule, which was passed in early July, represents an important evolution in how German lawmakers govern digital assets. Germany’s
Federal Financial Supervisory Authority, better known as BaFin, continues to urge caution with respect to digital-asset investing. At the
same time, the financial watchdog encourages blockchain innovation in the country.
Germany first embarked on a comprehensive blockchain strategy in 2019, promoting 44 adoption measures that are set to be realized by
the end of 2021. The new approach to blockchain and crypto also introduced measures that would make it easier for investors to access
digital investments.
The nation has also become a leading market for cryptocurrency exchange-traded products, or ETPs. As Cointelegraph reported, investment
product issuer 21Shares has partnered with German brokerage comdirect to provide crypto-focused ETPs to nearly 3 million customers.

➢ Banished Chinese Bitcoin Miners Look to the West, and Far Beyond.
Factors like lead times to build out hosting sites, energy and labor costs, tax regimes, climate and political and business environments are
among many local issues that make it difficult for miners to map out a specific route of migration, industry pros said.
While North America is one major destination, Central Asia, Latin America and Europe may be even more serious contenders in the future.
Some in the crypto industry will likely welcome this development because it indicates a more decentralized distribution of hash power
around the world and potentially assuages fears of Chinese miners having an outsized influence on the Bitcoin network.
Around 25% of the hashrate that came offline because of China’s crackdown since March will eventually end up in North America, with
another 25% going to central Asian countries such as Kazakhstan, Mongolia and parts of Russia, according to estimates by Nick Hansen, CEO
of Seattle-based crypto mining firm Luxor.
Another 15% of hashrate would go to Latin America, 10% could migrate to European Union countries and the rest might never come back
online because some of the older mining machines are stranded in China, Hasen said.
The exact route of the Chinese miners’ migration is still not clear. Hansen’s estimates are in part based on his conversations with miners and
a data-based analysis on who has access to suitable power sources and infrastructure to get the miners online in the next six to 12 months.
“I know the U.S. right now has a lot of energy available, which can be capitalized on, and some of the biggest energy production innovators
would want to soak up the capacity,” Hansen said. “But the fact of the matter is they may just not be able to get enough power online to
take up as much as they would like, and that’s going to lead these Chinese miners to end up in other places.”
Lower costs of energy, labor, transportation, tariffs and taxation in central Asia and certain eastern European countries are the main
reasons some Chinese miners would choose these regions over North America, said Arthur Lee, CEO of Beijing-based clean-energy mining
firm SAI.
“We think Asia has great potential and it is very strategically important to us,” Lee said. The Bitmain-backed firm plans to reach a big scope
in Asia, or even become the first or second largest in the region for the second half of this year, according to Lee.
The electricity price in central Asia averages at $0.05 per kWh (kilowatt hour) including taxes and other related costs. While mining farms in
Texas are within a similar range, other states in the U.S. could have higher prices, said Franky Hu, chief business development officer at
MYRIG, a leading mining infrastructure provider in Kazakhstan and Russia.
Lower energy cost is one of the major factors in determining a miner’s profit margin and how long they can take before covering the cost of
their mining machines. An energy cost of $0.05 per kWh can give miners a wide margin given bitcoin’s recent market prices.
Besides generally cheaper energy, low maintenance cost is another advantage for miners in central Asia.
“Specialized workers are more expensive in the U.S than Russia and Kazakhstan,” Hu said. “Due to the high labor cost to maintain and repair
the machines, many miners in the U.S. would just leave the broken machines.”
….

Crypto Market Cap: $1,664,605,897,602 Dominance*: BTC: 45.7% ETH: 19.6%
*: Split of crypto usage within the global crypto market cap.

https://cointelegraph.com/news/german-law-allowing-institutional-funds-to-hold-crypto-comes-into-effect-aug-2
https://www.coindesk.com/banished-chinese-mining-firms-look-to-the-west-and-far-beyond
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➢ Binance banned in Malaysia, given 14 days notice to shut down operations.
Malaysia is the latest regulatory theater to come after Binance as authorities in the country have accused the exchange giant of continuing
to operate in the country illegally.
According to an announcement released on Friday, the Securities Commission (SC) Malaysia has served a public reprimand against Binance,
calling for the exchange and all its entities to cease operations in the country.
The SC stated that Binance continued to operate in Malaysia despite previous warnings. Indeed, back in July 2020, Cointelegraph reported
that Binance was not permitted to operate in Malaysia.
At the time, the SC published an "Investor Alert List" containing several digital asset exchanges offering services in the country without due
authorization from Malaysian regulators.
Binance has 14 business days from Tuesday to comply with the order that includes disabling its website and mobile apps, as well as
discontinuing any media campaign for its services in the country.
The announcement also mandated that Binance's CEO, Changpeng Zhao, ensures full compliance with the order. Malaysia's securities
regulator also urged citizens to desist from trading with crypto exchanges operating in the country illegally.
Responding to Cointelegraph's request for comments, a spokesperson for the exchange explained that Binance.com does not operate out
of Malaysia.
The news out of Malaysia concerning Binance is only the latest in sweeping regulatory actions specifically targeted at the exchange giant.
From warnings to investigations and now outright bans, the platforms appear to be under the cosh of financial watchdogs across the globe.
Earlier in July, Italy's financial regulator issued a warning against Binance, stating that the platform was not authorized to offer services in
the country. Apart from Italy, countries like Germany, Poland, Japan, Thailand, Singapore, the United States and the United Kingdom,
among others, have also issued warnings about Binance.
Binance, for its part, has taken steps to mitigate the situation, with its CEO promising to work with regulators amid plans for even further
expansion across the globe. There has also been a flurry of policy changes at the exchange with withdrawal limits reduced for users who are
yet to complete the platform's identity verification protocols.
Meanwhile, the exchange has also announced plans to shut down crypto derivatives trading in Europe, beginning with Germany, Italy and
the Netherlands.

➢ Uruguay: Senator introduces bill to enable use of crypto for payments.
Uruguayan Senator Juan Satori has introduced a draft bill to regulate cryptocurrency and enable businesses to accept crypto payments.
Satori joins a growing list of politicians from South American and Spanish-speaking countries that are seeking to bring crypto adoption into
the mainstream. The Senator is not proposing the use of crypto as legal tender as in El Salvador, however.
The crypto-friendly Senator tweeted on Aug. 4 that “today we present a bill, pioneer in the world, that seeks to establish a legitimate, legal
and safe use in businesses related to the production and commercialization of virtual currencies in Uruguay.”
The bill proposes that “crypto assets will be recognized and accepted by the law and applicable in any legal business. They will be
considered a valid means of payment, added to those included in the Law of Financial Inclusion.”
The Senator belongs to the National Party which is the ruling party of Uruguay and holds 10 of the 30 seats in the Senate. If the bill gains
support the government will issue three types of licenses for businesses using crypto. The first enables “companies to trade any crypto-
asset such as intermediaries (exchanges) except transactions of non-financial origin.”
The second license allows the approved party to “store, retain or safeguard crypto assets” and the third allows the issuance of “crypto-
assets or utility tokens with financial characteristics.”
The country’s National Secretariat for the Fight Against Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing (SENACLAFT) will be tasked with
“regulating, controlling and auditing” the license holders.
Satori asserts that “the percentage of people who invest in cryptocurrencies compared to the total number of inhabitants per country is
low,” and emphasizes the importance of adopting crypto regulation to “promote investment and protect investors.”
The development is the latest among several countries looking to bring crypto into the fold, including Paraguay, which saw a Bitcoin bill
submitted last month, Panama which is looking at adopting cryptocurrency on a national scale, and Argentina with a bill calling for workers.

https://cointelegraph.com/news/binance-banned-in-malaysia-given-14-days-notice-to-shut-down-operations
https://cointelegraph.com/news/uruguay-senator-introduces-bill-to-enable-use-of-crypto-for-payments
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to be paid in crypto.
Colombia has also thrown its hat into the ring, with Senator Mauricio Toro who introduced a bill on July 27 that targeted crypto exchanges
and consumer protection.
Toro highlighted on Twitter that the bill is seeking to “guarantee security” in crypto transactions, stamp out the black market and promote
crypto as an alternative to the traditional banking system.
If approved, the bill will introduce regulations that require domestic and international crypto exchanges that operate in the country to
register with the national commercial register.
Firms will need to comply with anti-money laundering and terrorism financing laws, implement customer awareness and due diligence
measures such as reporting unusual or suspicious activity to the Financial Information and Analysis Unit.
In Spain, a crypto bill was also put forward recently by the People’s Party (PP), seeking to legalize the use of crypto and blockchain tech
for mortgage and insurance purposes.
The bill calls on Spanish banks to deploy blockchain tech for managing mortgage and insurance by automating related processes using
smart contracts.

➢ JPMorgan Launches In-House Bitcoin Fund for Wealthy Clients.
JPMorgan Chase began pitching its Private Bank clients on an in-house bitcoin fund for the first time this week, completing its
transformation from the never-bitcoin mega-bank to a genuine player in the digital assets space.
According to two sources familiar with the matter, the passively managed fund, offered in partnership with bitcoin powerhouse NYDIG,
doesn’t yet have any investments from clients. That could soon change; advisers were primed only yesterday in a launch call with the bank.
JPMorgan declined to comment.
The fund, which CoinDesk revealed in late April, will be presented to clients as the safest and cheapest bitcoin investment vehicle available
on the private markets, the sources said.
That’s keeping with the party line from the bank’s bitcoin skeptic CEO, Jamie Dimon. Despite his historically vehement disdain for spooky
internet money, Dimon has repeatedly said that clients want the stuff, and therefore JPMorgan has a responsibility to deliver it safely.
“I am not a Bitcoin supporter, I don’t really care about Bitcoin,” Dimon told the Wall Street Journal in May. “On the other hand, clients are
interested, and I don’t tell clients what to do.”
The private fund would also act as an easy port over to a bitcoin exchange-traded fund once that long-sought product clears the high bar of
the Securities and Exchange Commission, a source said.
JPMorgan does not currently have a bitcoin ETF bid before the SEC, but nearly a dozen other firms do. Others are waiting with eagerness;
Grayscale (a sister company to CoinDesk) is widely expected to convert its high-fee Grayscale Bitcoin Trust product to an ETF once the time
is right.
NYDIG has also filed for a bitcoin ETF application, which the SEC has begun reviewing.
All wealth management clients of the bank recently gained the ability to access bitcoin funds such as GBTC through JPMorgan brokerage
account, according to Business Insider. However, the new bitcoin fund is limited to customers of JPMorgan Private Bank.

➢ The SEC needs more power from Congress to fully regulate crypto, Chair Gensler says.
Securities and Exchange Commission Chairman Gary Gensler said Tuesday that Wall Street’s top regulator needs Congress to grant it
additional powers for overseeing a vast and ever-evolving cryptocurrency market.
Speaking about crypto at the Aspen Security Forum, Gensler said the SEC has “taken and will continue to take our authorities as far as they
go.”
“Certain rules related to crypto assets are well settled. The test to determine whether a crypto asset is a security is clear,” he said. “There
are some gaps in this space, though: We need additional congressional authorities to prevent transactions, products and platforms from
falling between regulatory cracks. We also need more resources to protect investors in this growing and volatile sector.”

https://www.coindesk.com/jpmorgan-launches-in-house-bitcoin-fund-for-wealthy-clients
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/08/03/the-sec-needs-more-power-from-congress-to-fully-regulate-crypto-chair-gensler-says.html?__source=sharebar|email&par=sharebar
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Gensler, who previously taught classes about blockchain and other financial technology at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has
asked lawmakers to grant his agency the legal authority to oversee crypto exchanges.
He said many of the crypto coins were trading like assets and should fall under the purview of the SEC, which already has significant
authority over digital assets.
Despite his deep knowledge of blockchain and cryptocurrencies, Gensler has made it clear that he intends to take a hands-on approach
when it comes to new financial technologies. Capitol Hill has for months held hearings on how best to monitor the nascent market, now
worth trillions, amid violent price swings and rapid growth.
Sen. Elizabeth Warren, for example, last week wrote to Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen to urge her to bulk up oversight efforts.
Warren, a member of the Senate Banking Committee and a longtime critic of the nation’s largest banks, pressed the Treasury secretary to
use her powers on the Financial Stability Oversight Council to bring about a safer crypto market.
“FSOC must act quickly to use its statutory authority to address cryptocurrencies’ risks and regulate the market to ensure the safety and
stability of consumers and our financial system,” the Massachusetts Democrat wrote in a letter to Yellen. “As the demand for
cryptocurrencies continues to grow and these assets become more embedded in our financial system, consumers, the environment, and our
financial system are under growing threats,” she added.
Chief among regulators’ concerns about crypto are its susceptibly to fraud and market manipulation.
The Federal Trade Commission reported earlier this year that consumers reported losing more than $80 million to crypto scams between
October and March, with many of those losses stemming from underhanded scammers targeting small investors on social media, the FTC
said.
“The American public is buying, selling, and lending crypto on these trading, lending, and DeFi [decentralized finance] platforms, and there
are significant gaps in investor protection,” Gensler said. “Make no mistake: To the extent that there are securities on these trading
platforms, under our laws they have to register with the commission unless they meet an exemption. Make no mistake: If a lending platform
is offering securities, it also falls into SEC jurisdiction.”
Gensler on Tuesday did not offer comment on the potential for approving a bitcoin exchange-traded fund, a pending decision that many in
the crypto market are anxiously awaiting.
Investors are closely following the status of an application by VanEck to list shares of its Bitcoin Trust on the Chicago Board of Exchange’s
BTZ Exchange. Regulators said in a letter dated June 16 that they would take additional time to seek comments from the public.
Bitcoin was last seen trading at $38,200 but has been volatile in recent months and in late July dipped below $30,000.
Republican SEC Commissioner Hester Peirce, known for advocating somewhat easier regulation of digital assets, told CNBC last month that
she’s frustrated with how slow the regulator has been to approve such an ETF.
Denying bitcoin ETF applications not only runs the risk of a double standard but also may leave thousands of investors with few, more-
dangerous alternatives, Peirce said.
“The complications of not approving [an application] become stronger, because people are looking for other ways to do the same kinds of
things that they would do with an exchange-traded product,” she said. “They’re looking at other types of products that aren’t as easy to get
in and out of, they’re looking at companies, perhaps, that are somehow connected with bitcoin or crypto more broadly.”

➢ A ‘significant’ upgrade to Ethereum is rolling out this week—here’s what crypto investors should know.
Ethereum, the blockchain that runs ether, the second-largest cryptocurrency under bitcoin, will undergo a major upgrade this week.
Slated for Thursday, the upgrade, called London, includes Ethereum Improvement Proposal (EIP) 1559, which aims to change the way
transaction fees, or “gas fees,” are estimated.
Currently, users must bid for how much they’re willing to pay to have their ether transaction picked up by a miner, which can be extremely
costly. Under EIP-1559, this process will be handled by an automated bidding system with a set fee amount that fluctuates based on how
congested the network is.
“This is great for Ethereum casual users and makes the protocol less intimidating to use,” Eric Conner, a co-author of EIP-1559 and co-
founder of EthHub, tells CNBC Make It.

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/08/04/what-to-know-about-the-ethereum-london-hard-fork-eip-1559-upgrade.html?__source=sharebar|email&par=sharebar
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Another major change under EIP-1559 is that part of every transaction fee will be burned, or removed from circulation, which will begin to
reduce the supply of ether and potentially boost its price.
That’s why, in part, “EIP-1559 is one of the most significant upgrades to Ethereum since the network’s launch,” says Meltem Demirors,
CoinShares chief strategy officer.

Here’s what investors should know as the upgrade rolls out.

What EIP-1559 means for investors

While EIP-1559 aims to strengthen the ecosystem of Ethereum — which is known for its smart contract capabilities that power DeFi, or
decentralized finance, apps and NFTs, or nonfungible tokens, among other things — it isn’t likely that there will be much short-term impact
on investors, Demirors says.
Long-term, however, the proposal’s co-authors hope to make ether deflationary by reducing the supply. This would be “extremely
beneficial” for investors, Conner says, especially “with all the recent talk of inflation in the United States.” It would give crypto investors an
option to hold a deflationary asset.
But the EIP-1559 proposal alone will not make ether deflationary, Demirors says.
“Many of these expectations are likely too optimistic in the short-term, and will become more material in the long-term,” she says. That’s
because “the nominal amount of gas burned won’t outpace network inflation.”
EIP-1559 also wouldn’t lower gas fee prices or the cost of transactions on the network, which can be very high.
Still, the upgrade is important since it has the potential to improve Ethereum’s user experience and may boost the price of ether.
Other innovations surrounding Ethereum are in the works as well, Demirors says. That includes the planned migration from a proof of work
(PoW) model to a proof of stake (PoS) model later this year or early 2022.
Under the PoS model, a person can mine or validate transactions according to how many coins they hold. In a PoW model, miners must
compete to solve complex puzzles in order to validate transactions. Supporters of the PoS model say it will use less energy and better the
blockchain’s efficiency.
“Taken together, EIP-1559 and the move to PoS will have a major impact on miners and the economics of Ethereum,” Demirors says, “but
now, the upgrade alone does not.”
Overall, “I think the most important thing that EIP-1559 shows to investors is that Ethereum is still an actively developed project which
refuses to stagnate and become obsolete,” Conner says.

➢ Bitcoin can be the native currency of Twitter, says Jack Dorsey.
The online world needs a global currency, and our focus is on Bitcoin because with this cryptocurrency, we can reach every single person on
the planet, Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey has stressed.
During “The B Word” event, Dorsey argued that Bitcoin can resolve the worldwide remittance problem, by removing intermediaries,
government credit, and other things slowing down the process of transfers.
Bitcoin has the potential to resolve the entire situation by just removing these hurdles from the playfield. Dorsey points out that it is
important to have money that is separate from the state, money that has been verified by all, from retailers to big institutions. Dorsey
believes that is what will keep the financial system intact, powerful, and secure.
Few days later, during the Twitter earnings call, Dorsey took the chance to announce to investors that Bitcoin will be a “big part” of the
company’s future.
"If the Internet has a native currency, a global currency, we are able to move faster with products such as Super Follows, e-commerce,
Subscription, Tip Jar and we can reach every single person on the planet," Dorsey said during the Q2 investors' call on Thursday.
He touted Bitcoin as the “best candidate” to become the “native currency” of the internet. So “I think it’s hugely important to Twitter and to
Twitter shareholders that we continue to look at the space and invest aggressively in it,” he added. Experts claim it is essentially the first
time that Dorsey has spoken publicly about how Twitter could integrate Bitcoin into its product lineup.

https://www.binance.com/en/news/top/4688928?ref=JLI1VBLA&utm_source=BinanceLinkedIn&utm_medium=GlobalSocial&utm_campaign=GlobalSocial
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➢ White House backs senators pushing for stricter crypto reporting rules.
The White House weighed in – somewhat out of the blue – on a contentious battle over competing crypto amendments to the $1 trillion
infrastructure bill. It’s chosen to back the side that isn’t as friendly to the world of bitcoin and ethereum.
The fight is over a provision in the bipartisan bill, which raises money through stricter tax rules on cryptocurrency transactions. Crypto
advocates argue that the language in the legislation, which requires brokers of digital assets to report on crypto trading gains, is vague and
too broad. And now, amendments are circulating in order to narrow the scope.
On Wednesday, Sens. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., Pat Toomey, R-Pa., and Cynthia Lummis, R-Wyo. introduced an amendment that drills down on
the definition of a “broker,” explicitly excluding validators, hardware and software makers as well as protocol developers. It would be a win
for the crypto caucus, should it pass.
In the other camp sits Sens. Rob Portman, R-Ohio – who drafted the original tax provision – along with Mark Warner, D-Va. and Kyrsten
Sinema, D-Ariz. They submitted their own rival amendment on Thursday. CNBC does not have a copy of the proposed Portman-Warner
amendment.
But based on prior revisions described by Portman, some believe it will leave the door open to a broader definition of “crypto broker” and
will potentially subject more crypto investors to these higher taxes.
No one was expecting President Joe Biden to volunteer his take on this one, but late Thursday, the White House formally backed Portman’s
amendment in a statement attributed to deputy press Secretary Andrew Bates.
“The Administration is pleased with the progress that has yielded a compromise sponsored by Senators Warner, Portman, and Sinema to
advance the bipartisan infrastructure package and clarify the measure to reduce tax evasion in the cryptocurrency market,” wrote Bates.
“The Administration believes this provision will strengthen tax compliance in this emerging area of finance and ensure that high income
taxpayers are contributing what they owe under the law. We are grateful to Chairman Wyden for his leadership in pushing the Senate to
address this issue, however we believe that the alternative amendment put forward by Senators Warner, Portman, and Sinema strikes the
right balance and makes an important step forward in promoting tax compliance.”
The last-minute endorsement of the Portman amendment was unexpected but not surprising.
Since its inception, the White House’s vision for the infrastructure bill has been one in which corporations and the wealthiest Americans
would fund improvements that benefitted everyone.
But Senate Republicans have a different idea, and over the past three months, they have cut tax hikes out of the bill one by one.
The crypto reporting rules and their related taxes represent the last vestiges of the corporate tax hikes that were supposed to pay for the
bill.
Should the Portman camp win, Blockchain Association executive director Kristin Smith warns the ramifications will be sweeping and
massively damaging to the country’s crypto industry.
“At the eleventh hour, Sen. Warner has filed an amendment that is anti-technology and anti-innovation – and would be disastrous for the
U.S. crypto ecosystem,” wrote Smith.
“Removing protections for software developers – what Senator Warner’s amendment aims to do and that is defined in the Wyden-Lummis-
Toomey amendment – is a negative catalyst that will force crypto development and innovation out of the U.S. to friendlier, pro-technology
jurisdictions,” continued Smith.
The blowback to the White House’s endorsement of the Portman-led amendment has been swift and harsh. Wyden, a liberal Democrat,
and Lummis, a conservative Republican, have both pushed back, with Lummis issuing a direct call to action.
“We NEED you,” tweeted Lummis. “Pls call your Senators. Pls tweet. Pls email. We are facing major headwinds on the Wyden-Lummis-
Toomey amendment. Burying financial innovation in red tape & sending devs + miners on info collection wild goose chases for info they
don’t know is horrible policy.”
The Senate plans to vote Saturday on the bipartisan infrastructure bill.
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A
❖ Address (Crypto Address): An address is comparable to a bank account number. It is a unique

collection of numbers and letters. This identification code is required to carry out a blockchain

transaction and is unique for each owner. (ie: 1GyWgXtkVG5gsm9Ym1rkHoJHAftmPnTHQj)

❖ Airdrop: An airdrop is a way to distribute coins. End users can generally get coins for free or in

exchange for a small task, such as subscribing to a newsletter, sending a tweet or inviting other

people via a personal affiliate link.

❖ Algorithm: The ‘algorithm’ is a way to solve a task using data processing and calculations. There are

different types of algorithms in use by blockchains.

❖ Altcoin: An altcoin is any cryptocurrency or token created after the Bitcoin was developed.

❖ Anti-Money Laundering (AML): AML is the abbreviation for ‘anti-money laundering’. AML stands

for policy and legislation on money laundering. This prevents illegally acquired funds from being

converted into a legal variant. Within the crypto world, it is no longer unusual for AML techniques

to be used by exchanges and wallets. This term is often used as AML/KYC, where KYC stands for

‘Know your customer’.

❖ APY: APY is short for ‘annual percentage yield’, which is the total return rate that is earned on

an interest-bearing asset or savings account. The compounding interest should be considered when

the APY percentage is projected. An APY of 5% will turn $100 into $105 after exactly one year.

❖ ATH: ATH is the abbreviation of ‘All-Time High’ and means the highest price ever paid for a

particular coin. ATH is also often used to indicate that someone’s total portfolio has reached the

highest value ever.

❖ ATL: ATL stands for ‘all-time-low’ and is the opposite of ATH, or ‘all-time-high’. ATL is used to

indicate that the price of a coin or the entire wallet of a person is at the lowest level ever in

terms of value.

B
❖ Bitcoin (BTC): Bitcoin is the very first, best known and currently the most valuable digital coin.

❖ Bitcoin (unit of Currency): The bitcoin is the very first cryptocurrency invented in 2008 by an

anonymous developer named Satoshi Nakamoto. It can be divided up to 8 digits after the comma.

The smallest one is called a satoshi (0.00000001 BTC).

❖ Blockchain: The blockchain is a technique that makes it possible to safely store data in a

decentralized way. This data can be money, but it could be other data as well.
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❖ Bot: A ‘bot’ is an autonomous program on a network, such as the Internet, that can interact with

systems or users. It is often designed to automate certain manual tasks. Bots are often used in

Telegram chat groups to prevent spam.

C
❖ CBDC: CBDC stands for ‘Central bank digital currency’ and is the fully digital form of fiat money.

Unlike at Bitcoin, this type of currency would be created by a centralized authority like a central

bank or a monetary authority. It might or might not have a distributed ledger. Each central bank in

the world can have a custom implementation. Currently, it is still in test phase or just a concept on

paper.

❖ Centralized: Centralized means that one organization has control. For example, governments and

companies are centralized. The opposite of centralized is decentralized, such as the Internet and the

blockchain.

❖ Coin: A Coin is the umbrella term for cryptocurrencies and tokens.

❖ Cold Storage: Cold storage refers to storing cryptocurrency on a place where the private key cannot

be accessed via the internet. This can be done on a hardware wallet, paper wallet or software wallet

in an offline environment.

❖ Cold Wallet: A cold wallet is a wallet for storing cryptocurrency where the private key is not

exposed to the Internet.

❖ Cryptocurrency: A cryptocurrency, also known as ‘crypto’, is a type of currency that is transferred

via a blockchain. It uses strong cryptography to secure the transactions, that usually have value.

While traditional fiat currencies are subject to counterfeiting, this is not possible in a

cryptocurrency. Bitcoin is still the most valuable cryptocurrency.

D
❖ DAO: DAO is an abbreviation of ‘Decentralized Autonomous Organization’. This is an organization

that runs automatically on itself without any human interventions. The work is automatically

executed through Smart contracts.

❖ DeFi: DeFi is the abbreviation of ‘Decentralized Finance’. It can be defined as a new financial

ecosystem consisting of various financial tools, apps and services utilizing blockchain technology. It’s

an umbrella term for all these projects combined and is growing daily. Examples of DeFi functionality

are banking services in the form of stablecoins, decentralized exchanges, derivatives, prediction

markets, or lending and borrowing systems. The last one can be either peer-to-peer or with a pool.

It is a combination of replicating products and services in the traditional finance industry as well as

innovative new ones only possible with blockchain technology.
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❖ DEX: A DEX is short for Decentralized Exchange. This is an exchange where people can trade

cryptocurrencies and tokens without the need of a middleman. It is usually run by code in a ‘smart

contract’. The transactions are generally written to the blockchain, which makes a DEX by default

slower than a centralized exchange that uses fast databases. The main benefit of a DEX is that

nobody, but yourself, holds the private key to the funds. Even though a DEX will not have a

middleman regarding the trades, the exchange and the website are centrally managed. Therefore, it’s

not 100% decentralized in fact. The level of decentralization differs per DEX. Use the filters in this

list with exchanges to find each DEX.

E
❖ ERC-20: ERC20 coins are all tokens on the Ethereum blockchain. These coins are also supported by

most Ethereum wallets.

❖ ETF: ETF is an abbreviation for ‘Exchange-Traded-Fund’ or a listed fund on a stock exchange. This is

a tradable product (security) that follows the price of an underlying asset. Examples are an equity

index, a basket of certain securities, bonds and commodities. There are several applications for a

Bitcoin ETF, but none of these has yet been approved by the SEC in the United States of America.

❖ Ethereum: Ethereum (ETH) is consists of one blockchain where both its own transactions (Ether)

and those of numerous other coins (tokens) are recorded. Ethereum distinctive feature is the so-

called “smart contract”. The programming language of Ethereum is written in such a way that

programmers can write their own programs based on the Ethereum blockchain.

F
❖ Fiat Currency: Fiat currency or also simply called fiat is money issued by a government or

organizations that can issue it, like banks for example. It doesn’t have any value by itself and is for

decades not backed by gold anymore either. It instead remains value based on the trust of the

people. Once the trust goes away it will decrease in value and could eventually cause hyperinflation.

❖ Fully Diluted: Fully Diluted in crypto refers to fully diluted market cap. This is the market cap of

a coin based on its total supply instead of the circulating supply. This is an important metric for

investors to compare coins and help with the decision if it’s overvalued or undervalued.

H
❖ HODL: HODL is the wrong spelling of ‘hold’. This spelling mistake was once made by someone

accidentally or intentionally on a forum. Since then, this term has been used to indicate that you

keep or should be holding your position.
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I
❖ ICO: An ‘initial coin offering’ (ICO) can be compared a bit with an IPO. Investors get an

opportunity to invest in a certain coin for the first time. The difference with the stock market

however is that a company must meet all kinds of requirements before the IPO can take place. The

market of ICO’s is much less regulated. Therefore, it happens more often that an ICO is fraudulent.

❖ Interoperability: The term interoperability in crypto refers to blockchain interoperability. In short,

this means the ability to share information between different blockchains. Since the launch of

Bitcoin, a lot of new blockchains have emerged of which the most well known Ethereum. All these

new blockchains are in a way competing to get adoption by developers and users and results in a lot

of silos. Since each blockchain usually has its own speciality, it would make sense for developers to

utilize more than one blockchain. For this to work there is a need for the interoperability and

several projects are working on this.

K
❖ Key Pairs: A key pair is the combination of a public and private key together. During the process

of creating a wallet, a pair of keys is generated. The private key is the most important one and

should be backed up safely and not shared with anyone.

❖ KYC: KYC is an abbreviation for ‘Know Your Customer’ and was created to combat money

laundering via cryptocurrencies. At almost every ICO it is mandatory to prove that you are who you

say you are. This is also regularly requested at crypto exchanges.

M
❖ Masternode: A masternode is a server, ran from home or in a data center, that has an essential

role in a decentralized network. It usually performs specific tasks, like storing files or data and

keeping it accessible in the network. It could also function to validate the transaction or for

consensus purposes like voting on proposals. The technical (memory, CPU, etc.) and financial criteria

(number of coins needed) are different for each coin. If the masternode you set up does not

perform well it’s possible to lose your coins if those are meant as collateral. The rewards could also

just stop and then you can just start over again. A masternode usually gives a high reward that’s

paid out in the coin itself.

❖ Maximum Supply: This is the maximum number of coins that will exist for a token or

cryptocurrency. If there is a max supply defined, no more coins can be created. ‘Burned’ coins are

part of this supply, so therefore it is always larger than or equal to the total supply.

For Bitcoin, the maximum is set to 21 million.

❖ Mining: Mining is also known as ‘Cryptocurrency mining’ or ‘Cryptomining’. It is a process where

blocks are added to a blockchain by solving a mathematical puzzle. The block can also contain

transactions on that blockchain and will then become verified and immutable. Depending on the

blockchain, mining can be done with a CPU, GPU, specialized hardware or a combination of all.
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N
❖ NFT: NFT is the abbreviation of non-fungible token. This is a type of token representing a unique

asset. These can be either digital or represent real-world assets. Examples are a sword in a game or

ownership of a piece of land. NFT’s are generally scarce, unique and indivisible. The Ethereum

blockchain makes it easy to create NFT’s with it’s ERC-721 and ERC-1155 standards.

O
❖ ODN: ODN is the abbreviation of ‘OriginTrail Decentralized Network’. This is an open-source and

permissionless network that relies on an off-chain technology stack consisting of several inter-related

layers. It is a decentralized network of data providers, data creators, data holders, and data viewers.

The glue between all entities is the ERC-20 based Trace Token (TRAC). This is used as a collateral

stake to keep data holders honest and for payments to compensate the data holders for providing

their resources.

P
❖ Paper Wallet: A paper wallet is an alternative to a hardware or software wallet. It is a piece of

paper or a PDF containing the information to access the cryptocurrency in that wallet. It normally

consists of a ‘public key’ and a ‘private key’.

❖ Permissioned Blockchain/ledger: Anyone can mine Bitcoins because it is a public blockchain. This is

not the case with a permissioned blockchain. There is a layer above it that determines which entity

can write transactions in a block. The XRP coin from the company Ripple Labs is an example of such

a blockchain and has CGI, MIT and Microsoft as approved entities for example. These are called

“transaction validators”.

❖ PoA (Proof of Authority): PoA stands for ‘Proof of Authority’. This is a validation method to

process transactions and blocks in a blockchain only by approved accounts. These are known as

‘validators’ and run specific software to store the transactions in blocks. Since the identity is linked

to the system, it can contribute to more trust.

❖ Private Key: A private key in the crypto space can be defined as the combination of letters and

numbers that corresponds to a specific public key. The private key can be used to gain access to the

assets on that public key, also known as the wallet address. Once you share your private key with

somebody, store it on your computer in plain text or type it in a website or app, you risk losing all

your funds stored on its a corresponding public address.

❖ Public Key: A public key in the crypto space can be defined as a combination of letters and

numbers and forms the address to which the cryptocurrencies or tokens can be sent to. Everybody

who knows the public key of somebody can see the assets stored on that address. Only the owner

of the corresponding private key can send those assets out.
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Q
❖ QR Code: A QR code is a type of barcode in the form of a square. The letters QR stand for ‘Quick

Response’. The code contains many dots, a few small squares and sometimes a small logo in the

middle. This is different from most other barcode types, which are rectangular with lines. A QR

code can therefore contain much more information. Within the crypto world, it is often used to

make a ‘wallet’ address scannable. This speeds up the process of transferring crypto and prevents

errors.

S
❖ Satoshi Nakamoto: Satoshi Nakamoto is the alias of the creator of Bitcoin, who wants to remain

anonymous. Nobody knows who it is. It could be a person, a group, a company or even a

government. It is quite likely that it is a person because there are people who have communicated

with him or her via e-mail.

❖ SEC: SEC is the abbreviation of ‘Securities and Exchange Commission’. This is an independent

government organization of the United States of America. The SEC holds the primary responsibility

regarding the financial markets. They enforce the federal securities laws, propose new rules and

regulate the US financial markets.

❖ Stablecoin: Stablecoins are tokens or cryptocurrencies attempting to have a minimized volatility of

its price. It usually tries to keep a stable price of a related asset like USD for example. It can be

backed by the related asset or replicated using smart contracts. Stablecoins are usually pegged to

fiat money, but it’s also possible to be pegged to precious metals like gold or silver, or even other

assets. It enables an easily accessible way to store crypto wealth, temporarily, in a more stable asset

during market volatility instead of using the traditional financial ecosystem. Fiat withdrawals can

take a few days and could be costly as well.

T
❖ Tether: The Tether is often abbreviated as USDT on exchanges. This is a non-government regulated

‘stablecoin’ with a value of around 1 US dollar. The company behind this coin claims that every

Tether in circulation is covered with real dollars on their bank account.

❖ Total Supply: The ‘total supply’ indicates the number of coins already in circulation, supplemented

with the coins that are not tradable yet. So, it only applies to coins already in existence. This is

different from the ‘max supply’, in which future coins are included. The total supply is greater than

or equal to the ‘circulating’ supply’. It can consist of tradable and non-tradable coins, such as

reserved or not yet released coins for the team or investors.

❖ Transaction Fee: The ‘transaction fee’ is the amount that must be paid to execute transactions on

the Blockchain. This fee is usually paid to the ‘Miners’, but sometimes they are burned. There are

also several cryptocurrencies, where you don’t have to pay a fee.
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W
❖ Wallet: A ‘wallet’ is a place to store cryptocurrencies encrypted. There are several variants, such as

a paper wallet, hardware wallet or software wallet. Each coin has one or more supported wallets.

❖ Whale: A ‘whale’ is someone with a very large position in a coin.

❖ Whitepaper: A ‘whitepaper’ is a document that is almost always written for the launch of a new

coin through an ICO. All aspects of a coin should be explained here: how it is used, for what and

sometimes also the price expectation. After the ICO new versions can be released if the situation

changes.

Y
❖ Yield Farming: Yield farming is the process of generating the most returns possible on your crypto

assets by putting them to work. Within the crypto space, DeFi has taken on a big role and services

inside this space are making yield farming possible. There are nowadays ways to move your crypto

assets to pools to gain interest on those assets giving it an annual percentage yield (APY). Just

buying crypto-assets and holding them in your wallet, won’t generate any yield, but lending them

out with DeFi services like, Compound, for example, does make this possible. A term closely related

to yield farming is liquidity mining.


